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Introduction 
 
Today, the total number of Turkish people living in Western European countries is 
approximately 5.5 million (Ministry of Foreign Affairs). According to statistics, the number of 
Turkish citizens emigrating abroad is increasing every year, reaching the peak of the last 7 
years in 2022 (Turkish Statistical Institute, 2023). Although the economic crisis and high 
employment rates are reported to be the main reasons for the increased population flow—or 
brain drain—from Turkey to Europe in recent years (Duvar English, 2022), it is crucial to look 
back to the second half of the twentieth century to explain the high number of people from 
Turkish origin in Europe today.  
 
The population flow from Turkey to Europe started to dramatically increase in the 1960’s, in 
response to the growing need for labor in the region. Consequently, bilateral agreements,  
forming the basis for the arrivals of the Turkish population in Belgium, were signed between 
Turkey and the Western European countries. These initial agreements ensured that the 
workers’ immigrant status in Europe was temporary: they were expected to return home at the 
end of their contracts, they were not permitted to bring their families with them, and they even 
needed to live in group living quarters or dormitories allocated to other workers of similar 
status, rather than in their own homes (Abadan-Unat, 2011, p. 12). By the 1970s, it became 
clear that the importation of Turkish labor was “no longer a temporary phenomenon” and “the 
exported labor intended to stay”(Abadan-Unat, 2011, p. 13). As a result, a series of social 
security agreements … the foreign workers from Gastarbeiter status and granting them social 
rights including “access to state health care; social insurance in the event of accidents, 
disability, or death; unemployment and pension rights; and state assistance in childbirth care”, 
were developed and signed (Abadan-Unat, 2011, p. 13). In addition to this shift, the number 
of children and young migrants in the region has also increased considerably with the 
introduction of laws encouraging foreign workers to bring their estranged families to join them 
in Europe. Given this context, a significant part of the Turkish-origin population in Western 
Europe today is made up of the children, grandchildren and even great-grandchildren of 
workers who migrated to the region in the 1960s in response to the growing need for labor.  
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However, despite the fact that Turkish-originated immigrant have been in residing in Europe 
for decades, and they have a very high rate of obtaining citizenship in the European countries 
they migrate to (Eurostat, 2022), Turkish identity still plays a key role in the way Turkish 
immigrants define and perceive themselves, and how they interact with their social 
environments. Christiane Timmerman’s ethnographic research among young Turkish women 
residing in Belgium shows that ethnicity is prominent for Turkish nationals regardless of an 
individual's level of objective integration in Belgian society and her ideological orientation. 
Immigrants who are “confronted to a greater extent with ‘the other’ in society...feel the need to 
affirm their ‘Turkish identity’” (336). Immigrant communities make use of various tools to keep 
up with long-distance nationalism (Anderson, 1998) that “binds together immigrants, their 
descendants, and those who have remained in their homeland into a single transborder 
citizenry” (Schiller & Fouron, 2004). In this research we claim that obituaries are one of the 
tools Turkish migrants use to maintain ties with each other, show their attachment to their 
roots, and therefore create the Turkish immigrant identity.  
 
Based on the research showing the need among immigrants to build their own community and 
bond with people with the same cultural values, and obituaries being important in culture, a 
linguistic analysis of obituaries that belong to the immigrant communities may show us the 
reflections of specific cultural themes in the context of death. Moreover, analyzing obituaries 
using NLP tools may enable us to have an understanding of the structure of Turkish obituaries.  
   
Research Questions 
 
Within the context described in the introduction, our initial research questions were as follows: 
 

1. How can we create a corpus of death notices that belong to Turkish-originated 
migrants in Belgium available in newspapers and the Web (e.g. Twitter)?  

2. Kinship and shared values are key themes in the formation and maintenance of a very 
specific Turkish immigrant identity across generations. What are the expressions used 
by Turkish-originated immigrants to emphasize their Turkish identity in the obituaries? 

3. Although the Turkish nationals have not left Europe after their migration in the 1960s, 
and even more than three-quarter of them hold citizenship today (Petrovic, 2012), it is 
possible to say that the generations that continue their lives within the region have not 
abandoned their national identity. Is it possible to see the reflections of nationalism in 
the obituaries? 

 
Answering the first of the abovementioned questions was the main goal of my research visit. 
However, as we modified the duration of my stay in Prague, we  also reconsidered the 
predetermined questions. Instead of trying to analyze the texts with regards to their semantics, 
we focused on the following questions: 
 

1. How can we create a corpus of death notices that belong to Turkish-originated 
migrants in Europe available in newspapers and the Web (e.g. Twitter)?  

2. How can we standardize our corpus to be able to make a meta-data and syntax related 
comparison between the results obtained from each source? 

3. How can we use a language model for Turkish, a lesser sourced language, to conduct 
NLP analysis on the content of the texts? 

Methodology 
 
With the abovementioned questions in mind, our main aim was to create a corpus of  death 
notices that belong to Turkish-originated migrants. This consisted of two steps. The first step 
was to scrape data from online newspapers that address the population of Turkish origin in 
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Europe, and the second step was to scrape data from Twitter to obtain a collection of obituaries 
posted on social media by and/or about immigrants of Turkish origin in Europe. Below we 
describe the steps used to extract data from two different sources. 
 
Scraping  Gazeteturk.be: 
 
- Through a Google search, we identified online newspapers that address Turkish 

immigrants in Belgium and we came up with a list of five newspapers. The reason behind 
us specifically focusing on Belgium was because, based on my previous research 
experience, I am already familiar with the Turkish community in that region. Therefore, 
initially the aim was to limit the scope of the research to the obituaries that belong to 
people from Turkish origin in Belgium. Based on the newspaper that we scraped the 
obituary data from is from one newspaper based in Belgium, Gazeteturk.be. 

- Gazeteturk.be, according to their own definition, is an objective and informative online 
newspaper that serves as a bridge between Europe and Turkey. The reason why we 
decided to move on with this newspaper was because it has a specific section “Vefat 
Edenler”, which literally means the “Deceased”, that is dedicated specifically to the death 
notices. Therefore it was relatively easier to obtain the first part of our corpus basically 
through scraping the articles on that section.  

- To scrape the articles, we used a query based on XPath expressions. As Image 1 shows 
this query allowed us to scrape all obituaries in the section. In addition to the main content, 
we obtained metadata containing the language, title, publishing time, author, and tags of 
the posts.  

 
- In total we obtained 179 obituaries published on Gazeteturk.be in total: the oldest of the 

articles is from June 1st, 2021 and the most recent one is from June 14th, 2023. Using 
Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) guidelines to maintain a standard, we uploaded the texts to 
TEITOK, an online platform for allowing the collection, search and analysis of corpora 
currently maintained at ÚFAL (Charles University).   

Image 1: XPath query for the articles in the “Vefat Edenler” 
section of Gazeteturk.be  
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Scraping Twitter 
 
- As the first step of the study, a manual search was carried out on Twitter to have a more 

concrete understanding of the general features of obituary tweets. After using more 
general queries such as ölüm ilanı (death announcement), vefat (death), kaybettik (we 
lost),  we moved on to more specific queries. Based on our initial goal of focusing only on 
Belgium, we modified the queries and included Belçika (Belgium). However using the 
combination of previous words with Belçika (i.e. Belçika death) led us to posts of 
newspaper articles about any death in Belgium instead of responding to our research 
question, “Which specific search queries can allow us to have a collection of obituaries 
posted by or about Turkish origin immigrants in Belgiım?”. Therefore, we decided to use 
more specific and traditional words that are used in Turkish language and that are only 
used when referring to the death of a Muslim person. When we modified the search by 
including the words rahmet (mercy) and mekanı (residence with possessive suffix)1 in the 
keywords, we achieved the closest results to our goal. We made the decision to use two 
specific query combinations to create the second part of our corpus: Belçika vefat mekanı 
and Belçika vefat rahmet. 

- Following the  decision on the queries to use, we moved on to our next step: finding 
the best tool to scrape Twitter.  Scraping Twitter was not as easy as scraping the 
newspaper, mostly due to the most recent regulations on the website regarding very 
limited free API access. As we could not find a proper Python package to do obtain the 
data, we decided to subscribe for the basic tier of API that “offers low level of API usage, 
and access to Ads API for a $100 monthly fee” (XDevelopers, 2023). Unfortunately, as 
the data that we could scrape via this subscription was limited to the tweets from the past 
seven days, we decided to try finding another way.  

- snscrape: After a long search, we came up with snscrape, a scraper that “scrapes things 
like user profiles, hashtags, or searches and returns the discovered items” (snscrape, 
2023). For Twitter, the information returned contains “users, user profiles, hashtags, 
searches (live tweets, top tweets, and users), tweets (single or surrounding thread), list 
posts, communities, and trends” (snscrape, 2023). Using snscrape we ran our commands 
directly in the terminal, and ended up scraping the data for the two search queries into 
two separate JSON files.  

- Change of plans: One problem that we realized at this point was the amount of tweets 
was very limited (45 tweets for Belçika vefat rahmet and 12 tweets for Belçika vefat 
mekanı). At this point, we were already thinking about extending the scope of the research 
and having a corpus of obituaries of Turkish origin people in Europe, instead of just 
Belgium. We were also well aware that we will not have enough time to analyze the data. 
So, we decided to modify our goal at this stage of the project to create a strong corpus 
and make the corpus analyzable with the help of UD Pipe, instead of analyzing the results 
as originally thought.  

- To this end, we revised our queries to include the three other countries with the highest 
number of Turkish origin immigrants (Germany, France, and the Netherlands). In addition, 
we also searched for the word gurbetçi (someone with a Turkish origin who lives and 
works in another country, especially in Germany) to obtain immigrant-oriented results 
rather than region-oriented results. In this way, in addition to the 57 tweets we obtained 
as a result of the searches for Belçika vefat mekanı (12 tweets) and Belçika vefat rahmet 
(45 tweets), we obtained a total collection of 1860 tweets by running our command for 
Almanya vefat mekanı (1063 tweets), Almanya vefat rahmet  (392 tweets), Fransa vefat 
mekanı  (21 tweets), Fransa vefat rahmet  (141 tweets), Fransa vefat mekanı (16 tweets), 

 
1 “Allah rahmet eylesin” meaning “May Allah be merciful”, and “Mekanı cennet olsun” meaning “May 
they reside in Heaven” are two expressions used in Turkish to express sorrow for the death of 
specifically Muslim people.  
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Fransa vefat rahmet  (82 tweets), gurbeçi vefat rahmet  (12 tweets) and gurbeçi vefat 
rahmet (76 tweets). 

- Next, we converted JSON files into meaning making tables using R.  We ended up having 
six tables per query: MainTweetContent, MainTweetAuthor, MainTweetHashtags, 
GPSMainTweet, LinksFromMainTweet and inReplyToUser. Image 2 is an example of 
these tables, only containing the information that we need for our research.  

 
- As the next step, we uploaded our results to TEITOK. However, since the data we 

obtained with the help of snscraper was in JSON format, and we converted them into 
tables, we still needed to  extract the necessary information from each table in accordance 
with TEI standards. So, we wrote and ran a code allowing us to make each tweet suitable 
for uploading to TEITOK. This code can be seen in Image 3. 

Image 3: Code to transform the information in the 
JSON files to TEIXML format 

Image 2: MainTweetContent table for the 
results of gurbetçi vefat rahmet query 
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Description & Outcomes of the Research Visit   
 

As indicated before, our original plan was that my visit to Charles University would last 3 
months. However, due to some bureaucratic problems, we had to modify this plan and reduce 
the duration of the visit to one-month. Therefore, the research process and the evaluation of 
the data, which was initially intended to be much more detailed and inclusive, had to be 
narrowed down to fit the duration of the visit.  
 
The 1-month plan in line with the objectives of the study can be seen in Table 1. The first three 
weeks of the visit were dedicated to extracting data from two different sources and building 
the corpus. Meanwhile, the aim was to answer the first two research questions indicated 
above. The steps followed to achieve this goal are described in detail in the methodology 
section of this report. I also attended a three-day workshop on Data Analysis organized by 
Charles University in the first week. During the workshop, I had the opportunity to learn about 
the ongoing research in the field of text analysis carried out by the Faculty of Mathematics and 
Physics and thus to reflect on the applications of computational tools, and specific NLP tools, 
in the social sciences and humanities.   
 
Following the acquisition of the corpus, the last week of the visit was dedicated to preparing 
the texts for analysis with the help of NLP tools. In this context, tokenization, lemmatization 
and tagging using Universal Dependencies were performed via TEITOK (see Image 4). 
Moreover, several NLP models for the Turkish language were tested to find the model that 
best recognizes elements such as names, locations, numbers and dates in our data. Once all 
the files have been parsed and the corpus has been indexed to be available to search, we 
worked on the possible interactive queries in Corpus Query Language (see Image 5). This 
helped us to have an initial understanding of how obituaries that belong to Turkish immigrants 
are structured in terms of the information that they contain, and if there are some patterns 
regarding the relative positioning of this information.  
 

Table 1: Table showing weekly activities 
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For example, Image 6 shows the result of the query that we created to extract the year that 
the deceased was born, and their age at the time of death. The explanation of that command 
is that, we are looking for: 
 

- [upos="(NUM)"]: a Number (Birth Year) 
- [lemma = "(doğum)": followed by the lemma doğum (birth) [upos="(NUM)"][lemma =  
- |form=","]?: with or without a comma afterwards "(yaş)"] within text 
- [upos="(NUM)"]: followed by another Number (Age of Death) 
- [lemma = "(yaş)"]: followed by the lemma yaş (age) 

 
For this specific query, we ended up having 154 results out of 179 obituary that we obtained 
scraping Gazeteturk.be, which can be considered as almost perfect. However, one point that 
we failed is that the obituaries that we obtained from Twitter are not as structured as the ones 
that we obtained from Gazeteturk.be. Therefore, it is going to be a challenge for us to find the 
patterns to find if the second half of the corpus contains similar information.  

Image 4: How does an individual obituary look after tokenization, 
lemmatization, and tagging? 

Image 5: CQL commands created to extract specific 
information from the obituaries 
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In conclusion, after a month of research we have come a long way towards creating a corpus 
of obituaries of people of Turkish origin who have migrated to Europe. In this process, we have 
realized that the texts to be analyzed should come from at least two different sources. Based 
on our initial observations, we can say that the most important reason for this is the genre-
based differences between the obituaries published in newspapers and the ones that can be 
found on social media sites. According to our initial observations, obituaries published in 
newspapers, where the content is more controlled, are more in line with Bawarshi's definition 
of obituary; “... notices of a person's death, usually accompanied by a short biographical 
account” mainly aim to notify the public (Bawarshi, 2000). On the other hand, those published 
on social media are closer to the definition of eulogy, aiming “to assess and praise the meaning 
of the deceased's life and death” (Bawarshi, 2000). Therefore, we need to take this into 
account for our future work.  

Limitations & Considerations over Future Work 
 
Limitations 
 
The three main limitations of our research are: 
 
- Obituaries that we scraped from Gazeteturk.be are very limited. This limitation is two fold. 

Firstly, although some of the obituaries are about Turkish immigrants who passed away 
in different European countries, Gazeteturk.be is a Belgium-based publication. As we 
would like to focus on the whole of Europe, instead of focusing only on Belgium, this is a 
crucial problem. Secondly, as the website lost their archive for the articles before 2021, 
the data that we obtained is very limited in terms of number. Detecting, obtaining and 
analyzing the death notices on Gazeteturk.be was less complicated than doing so for the 
Twitter posts. Therefore we need to find more inclusive newspapers and try to have more 
data.  

Image 6: Result of the query written to extract Birth of Date and Age of Death 
information for Gazeteturk.be articles 
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- We ended up applying an NER model to the corpus. However, the model is still very far 
from being perfect. Therefore the need to focus on testing new models, or bettering the 
model that we already have is very crucial.  

- And thirdly, although we have already started working on the syntactic analysis of the 
corpus, and ended up having some fairly good results for the data obtained from 
Gazeteturk.be, the data obtained via Twitter is very much different. As there are almost 
no rules with regards to the structure of the Twitter posts, and there is way more to 
discover (i.e. emojis, hashtags), we need to spend more time on understanding the 
tweets. 

 
Considerations over Future Work 
 
In addition to extending our corpus, some of the areas we plan to address in our future work 
are: 
- To examine the NER models developed for Turkish in more detail and to provide 

suggestions for the improvement of these models 
- In the light of the research questions we identified prior to the reduction of the duration of 

the visit, to analyze our corpus in terms of a) biographical and practical information 
covered in the texts, and b) reflections on immigrant culture, nationalism, and solidarity. 
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